INTRODUCTION:
DISRUPTION
Disruption has started to seem like nothing more than someone having a great idea. The original theory actually points to a specific process through which a business disrupts others, taking their market share by targeting overlooked customer segments. The disruptive business then moves into the mainstream, gaining more and more market share while also staying agile and able to outmaneuver the competition. An authentic disruption definition must work in any industry, for any business model and for any brand. Having a strategy allows you to anticipate disruptive forces coming into your industry so you can plan for – and benefit – from them.

1. DETERMINE YOUR X FACTOR
The phrase “disrupt or be disrupted” is a misnomer. In many ways, debating whether or not Tesla Motors or Apple fits the disruptive model or not misses the point. What matters more is turning your customers into lifelong devotees, not making this or that product disruptive.

   It's about finding new and better ways to engage and retain your customers, such as with Artificial Intelligence (AI). Depending on how it’s used, AI might not qualify as business disruption because it's been heavily utilized for decades. But whether it’s disruptive or not, it can provide an easy and effective way to connect with your customers and can make your business more successful. By anticipating the changing needs of customers, innovation and disruption will occur naturally. When you take the focus off of disruption and put it on solving problems for customers, it will always head in the right direction.

2. PRACTICE CANI
Another way to think about success via innovation comes from Tony’s Business Mastery event. As Tony says, Innovation, what is innovation? It’s not tech. Innovation is any way you find a way to do more for a client than anybody else does.

   Unless constantly innovating, and innovating in a way that customers care about, its going to be in the dust. That’s CANI –constant and never-ending improvement.

   If an entrepreneur and back that up with action in business, will seek out innovation and improvement at every turn. Business will not settle for the status quo when you know that your business can do more. Conversely, a proprietor is happy to put in hours, make a modest profit and never disrupt the status quo. In short, a proprietor maintains the status quo. An entrepreneur has a growth mindset and is a natural born disruptor.

3. STAY IN TOUCH WITH THE MARKET
Disruptive innovation requires keeping in touch with technological advances in your industry so to stay one step ahead. To disrupt instead of being disrupted, so keep a pulse on competition.

How To Build A Disruptive Innovation Strategy
Creating a disruptive innovation strategy requires an actionable plan for getting from where you are now to where you want to be. It puts your desire for disruption into motion.
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Sustainability has picked up as much significance as the triple primary concern in the asphalt life-cycle. Business practice ought to include making assessments as everything from sports to education.

Don’t be afraid to disrupt own brand. Self-disruption – constantly adapting product to remain relevant – can only help. Forbes reports on Apple’s use of disruption as a long-term growth strategy. The company’s iPod revenue dropped by $345 million because of Apple’s own disruptive innovation: the iPhone, which generated $18 billion in revenue.

4. OPTIMIZE FROM WITHIN
Don’t get tricked into thinking that because business isn’t on the scale of Netflix, there are no lessons to be learned. Businesses of any size can engage in disruption. But to do so, must work from within the own company.

Before growing business, must optimize company from within. This is where we can turn to business guru Jay Abraham. He argues that many business owners want growth, but their focus is trained outside of their business. This is a mistake. To successfully prepare your business for real growth, disrupt business from within by analyzing existing structure. Instead of engaging in disruptive innovation blindly, Jay Abraham advocates for careful examination of your business from the inside out.

5. SCALE MINDFULLY
Once have a handle on what business really in, begin the process known as mindful scaling. Start with sales force. Before invest in a new software system to automate team’s numbers, look first at their processes.

Don’t stop at analyzing sales team. Take a look at marketing strategy as well. If numbers are flat, it’s time to experiment with new avenues of messaging. While you’re at it, take a look at how to serve existing customers. Are meeting their needs? There are ways can serve them faster and make their process easier and more streamlined?

Remember, a hallmark of disruptive innovation is the ability to play the long game as well as maintain your initial advantages even as you take more market share. This requires a comprehensive business map, a powerful vision for your organization and excellent goal-setting and decision-making skills. All of these things will help you scale mindfully and become a successful example of disruption rather than a forgotten failure.

6. DON’T FORCE DISRUPTION
No one can deny the popularity of business disruption and what the term implies. Most entrepreneurs are naturally innovative, and most innovators have dreams of changing the world. This is one of the reasons why disruption is so appealing.

Because disruptive innovation has become synonymous with progress – and everyone likes progress – many companies attempt to style themselves as “disruptive” right from the get-go. But here’s the secret: not every successful business or product needs to disrupt.

Take virtual reality. New innovations have led to the creation of a new market poised to change how we experience everything from sports to education.

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability has picked up as much significance as the board in business. Sustainable pavement improvement as a business practice ought to include making assessments as per the triple primary concern in the asphalt life-cycle.

Sustainability focuses on meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs. The concept of sustainability is composed of three pillars: economic, environmental, and social—also known informally as profits, planet, and people. Sustainability encourages businesses to frame decisions in terms of environmental, social, and human impact for the long-term, rather than on short-term gains such as next quarter’s earnings report. It influences them to consider more factors than simply the immediate profit or loss involved. Increasingly, companies have issued sustainability goals such as commitment to zero-waste packaging by a certain year, or to reduce overall emissions by a certain percentage. These companies can achieve their sustainable needs by cutting emissions, lowering their energy usage, sourcing products from fair-trade organizations, and ensuring their physical waste is disposed of properly and with as small of a carbon footprint as possible.

Before growing business, must optimize company from within. This is where we can turn to business guru Jay Abraham. He argues that many business owners want growth, but their focus is trained outside of their business. This is a mistake. To successfully prepare your business for real growth, disrupt business from within by analyzing existing structure. Instead of engaging in disruptive innovation blindly, Jay Abraham advocates for careful examination of your business from the inside out.

DIGITAL DISRUPTION
Digital disruption is the change that occurs when new digital technologies and business models affect the value proposition of existing goods and services. The rapid increase in the use of mobile devices for personal use and work, a shift sometimes referred to as the consumerization of IT, has increased the potential for digital disruption across many industries.

Generally, digital disruption happens after a digital innovation, such as big data, machine learning (ML), internet of things (IoT) or the bring your own device (BYOD) movement. Digital innovation then affects how customer expectations and behaviors evolve, causing organizations to shift how they create products and services, produce marketing material and evaluate feedback. This shift in digital strategy can occur on an individual, organizational, industry or societal level.

The term digital disruption has become something of a cliché in recent years and is often misused to describe any product involving digital technology or the use of digitization to better compete against marketplace peers. It is often confused with the term disruptive technology, a term coined by Harvard Business School professor Clayton M. Christensen to describe a new technology that displaces an established technology.

Importance Of Digital Disruption
It is important for organizations to embrace digital disruption in order to gain a competitive advantage. When an industry experiences digital disruption, it typically signals that consumer needs are shifting. Therefore, understanding the disruption allows companies to keep existing customers happy as well as create opportunities for new customers. It also gives companies a better idea of human behavior and how trends may occur over time. A few best practices to follow that ensure digital disruptions are more of an opportunity than a threat are:

- Pursue initiatives that might cause a disruption, do not be...
Examples Of Digital Disruption
A few examples of digital disruption include:
- The digital camera business disrupted the industry of film photography and photo processing.
- The subscription economy business model, as used by companies like Amazon, Hulu and Netflix, caused a disruption within the media and entertainment industries by changing how content is accessed by customers and monetized by advertisers.
- Freemium products, such as Spotify, LinkedIn or Dropbox, that allow users to sample a basic product with the option to pay for the full offer, put more emphasis on developing a well-known brand behind a product or service.
- On-demand services, like Uber, have disrupted more traditional services like taxis.
- The rise of electronic reading has redefined the print and publication industry.

Seven Dynamic Areas That “present Rich Opportunities To Develop Radically More Sustainable Behaviour And Practice.”

1. Mobility
Innovations for connected, autonomous, shared and electric vehicles will all bring big changes in road safety, urban planning, community interaction and the exchange of goods. Shared cars reduce traffic and improve parking, while infrastructure, regulation and grid and battery innovations are making electric vehicle production take off. Drivers will lose jobs, while technology skills will be in demand. In terms of sustainability, we should see much safer and cleaner mobility. Predominance of electric vehicles may come sooner than we thought: gas stations and electricity grids are more flexible than we thought: gas stations and electricity grids are more flexible than we expected. In her 2014 TED Talk on collaborative consumption, Rachel Botsman said, "We are moving from passive consumers to creators, to highly enabled collaborators," and "from a 'cultured me' to a culture of we.”

2. agriculture
Regenerative agriculture, combined with appropriate use of automation, can have dramatic effects on the quantity and nutritional quality of our food, as well as on CO2 emissions. Regenerative techniques include carbon sequestration in the soil, cultivating different crops together, keeping plant cover on soil and using insects instead of chemical pesticides. The report says, “The internet of things, remote sensing, artificial intelligence and a revolution in robotics are coming together to make low-input, data-driven agriculture at scale a real possibility.” Forum for the Future also predicts a shift from meat eating to plant-based diets. This would disrupt agriculture and livestock, and dramatically improve the environmental impacts of our diets.

3. Retail
Clearly old ways of shopping are being disrupted, with online shopping going mainstream, a concentration of platforms (such as Amazon and Alibaba), innovation in delivery (such as the use of drones, or refrigerators that stock themselves), and greater efficiency through quick price comparison, reviews, and targeted marketing. Forum for the Future asks, “Can this be harnessed for sustainability?” Millennials are driving the sharing economy and are in many cases more interested in access than ownership. Rather than wanting to own a car, they’ll access one when they need it, and they are happy to rent and share clothing, experiences, and accommodations. In her 2014 Ted Talk on collaborative consumption, Rachel Botsman said, “We are moving from passive consumers to creators, to highly enabled collaborators,” and “from a ‘cultured me’ to a culture of we.”

4. New livelihoods
The Forum for the Future report expresses major concern for livelihoods in developing countries, as automation in manufacturing and agriculture replaces jobs. As in the developed world, people in developing nations will need to train in new skills for new livelihoods. Demographics won’t help; the report cites a UN prediction that the global population will reach 11.2 billion in 2100, with more than half the world’s children living in Africa. The report highlights two examples of solutions: collaborative work platforms that assign tasks to the best workers anywhere in the world, and unconditional basic income (UBI). Early results of pilot UBI projects in India and Kenya are showing increased entrepreneurship.

5. Blockchain
Blockchain technology holds promise for more transparent tracking and decentralized innovation. The report gives examples in supply chain management, in accelerating renewable energy integration into the grid, in improving meal delivery to schoolchildren, and in a payment system for refugees. If blockchain leads to a future of self-organizing networks, for instance of small producers all contributing energy to a local grid, it could disrupt our centralized systems of governance.

6. Going Local
Globalization is becoming less popular, with localism, protectionism and regional political identity on the rise. On a less divisive and more positive note, new trends include community energy cooperatives, local food systems, local currencies, locally-made beer, local festivals and community business. Forum for the Future points out that cities are tackling climate change with local solutions, networked together in groups such as C40 Cities and 100 Resilient Cities. In some cases the solutions are system-wide. “Boston’s climate change resilience plan focuses on tackling social inequality, acknowledging that [inequality] augments the environmental effects of climate change,” the report says. All of these areas are ripe with entrepreneurial opportunities and room for technological innovation. Clearly nonlinear times call for responsible application of technology, and Forum for the Future is optimistic about the direction humanity can take. We need to step up to this level of responsibility now.

CONCLUSION:
Disruption has many dimensions either it can be technical in nature or any other form of doing things are replaced by smart ones. It is the human choice that the extent to which it can be accepted or welcomed in any domain without disrupting the existing ways totally and ensure sustainability for the future generations. It does not mean that people show reluctance to adopt change. As far the business is concerned, if you’re ready to take the next step toward disruption, get to know your business identity. When you truly understand what drives your company, you’re prepared to take your company
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